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As Ken Harger rested in the comfort of his own home Thursday, surrounded by family singing hymns at his bedside, the longtime pastor and friend of all who crossed his path completed a journey from lif ...
Pastor Ken goes home
I believe the work we in medicine do is inspired by God, and I think God works through me and all my colleagues to heal and to provide comfort.
I’m an infectious disease doctor: Here’s why pastors need to lead their flocks to be vaccinated
"There is no investigation that I know of. There is no federal investigation. There are no impending indictments that I know of, concerning money or forfeitures. None of it's true ...
'None of it's true': Wake sheriff sets record straight on rumors of investigation into office
A pastor from Luzerne County is locked up ... "I feel bad for the church and the people that go to that church. To trust him all these years and go there, and I know especially in this town. I don't ...
Pastor in Luzerne County accused of child sex assault
A viral message on WhatsApp, and several other social media platforms claimed that hot coconut water cures all types of cancer.
Fact-check: Viral WhatsApp Message Claims Coconut Water Can Cure All Forms Of Cancer. How True?
At the same time, the court ordered Ingaiza to consult with Magodo’s other widows Margaret Makungu and Gladys Nekesa and the bishop’s father and brother on burial plans. The Family Court’s verdict on ...
Court ends two years of battle over millionaire pastor burial
An old video of a pastor claiming that figures from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) prove the COVID-19 pandemic does not exist is recirculating online. The figures, which are ...
Fact Check-CDC comorbidity figures presented in sermon do not undermine deadliness of COVID-19
One of the 18 suspects arrested over the weekend is Matthew Brewer, a youth pastor and chaplain within the Tennessee National Guard, according to Spring Hill police.
Tennessee pastor & national guardsman among those busted in Spring Hill sex sting
Several years after his crimes were revealed, Max began fighting for his life against the crippling disease ... doesn’t deserve it — just as none of us do — he will spend eternity forgiven ...
Bitter Pastor Forgives His Sister's Abuser
Autoimmune bullous diseases vary in their clinico-epidemiological features and burden across populations. Data about these diseases was lacking in Sudan. We aimed to describe the epidemiological ...
The epidemiology of autoimmune bullous diseases in Sudan between 2000 and 2016.
All of these grieve ... Nope. None of those things. Pray that I’ll be able to preach the Word boldly with effectiveness. That’s all he wanted. The new pastor of our church could produce ...
3 Priceless Gifts a Church Can Give to Their New Pastor
Courtesy photo Former local pastor Chuck Monts ... as a way to answer his faith’s call to serve the “least of these.” “This is typical Chuck,” said Terry Goldstein, a First Presbyterian ...
Former local pastor on a mission to help those in need
(WKRN) — A former Benton County pastor accused of raping young girls ... Apparently, he started on some of these girls, from what we are understanding, maybe the grooming stages, trying to ...
Former Benton County pastor, coach accused of rape in multiple states
Only one person threw his name in the political hat on Wednesday, the third day of the two-week filing period for municipal elections in Robeson County.
One more challenger enters race for seat on Parkton Board of Eldermen
“As far as trust in leadership — that is one thing that came through loud and clear,” James Pittman, pastor of New Hope ... 2019 Houston Chronicle report. These controversies have been ...
Alabama pastor Ed Litton taking reins of a deeply divided Southern Baptist Convention
(CNN) -- The US Food and Drug Administration on Monday approved the use of the experimental drug aducanumab for early phases of Alzheimer's disease ... Alzheimer's disease, none of the committee ...
FDA approves first new Alzheimer's disease drug in nearly 20 years
Of these, 21 were unvaccinated, three were partially vaccinated and none were fully vaccinated. This is "continuing evidence that vaccination helps to prevent serious disease when one gets ...
None of the serious COVID-19 local cases in last 28 days are fully vaccinated: MOH
None of us, none of our parents ... has equal right to fight to maintain that freedom. But as the flame of these truths flickers and dims in our land, we find that, as de Tocqueville said ...
Pastor Bo: How freedom is intrinsically linked to religion
Bakare noted that if everything was well with the country, none of the agitations for the Oodua Republic or the Biafra Republic would be taken seriously. Pastor Tunde Bakare of the Citadel Global ...

Extraordinary medical benefits are available to those who follow the Bible's teachings. The authors deal with stress, sex, anger, circumcision, tobacco, and more.
You have a God-given right to happiness, wealth, and success. In this dynamic book by Reverend Terry Cole-Whittaker, you'll learn how to cast off the shackles of fear and false beliefs to discover your own inner path--the route to your inborn talents and limitless potential! Explore your deepest feelings with self-awareness strategies and consciousness-raising exercises. Learn how to cope with physical, mental, and spiritual problems, involving love, money, risk-taking, relationships, guilt, selfreliance, self-image, sexuality, and more. It's all here in one astonishing book: the motivation, tools, and tactics to resolve personal conflicts--and change your life forever!
“Healing from Heaven” is a chronicle of miracles from the healing ministry of Pastor Chris Oyakhilome. In this third volume, you’ll read extraordinary testimonies of everyday people who put God’s Word to work in their lives and experienced His supernatural intervention. In it, Pastor Chris also shares deep truths on faith and divine healing, which are sure to strengthen and build your faith in God. Through the life changing testimonies and thoughts shared in this book, you’d be
awakened to the possibilities of faith and the realities of the power of the Holy Ghost. Your faith will also be stirred to act on God’s Word for your own miracle. As you go through the pages of this book, open your heart and let faith rise in you. As the Lord Jesus did for those in this book and many others around the world who believe in Him for a miracle, He would do for you because He is the same yesterday, today and forever!
Offering compassionate and carefully considered theological and pastoral responses to dementia and forgetfulness, John Swinton redefines dementia in light of the transformative counter story that is the gospel.
"Presents the case that the roots of psychological and biological diseases are spiritual, and provides advice on how to eradicate disease instead of treating symptoms"--Provided by publisher.
A Thoroughly Biblical and Compelling Case for Healing from the Best-Selling Author of A More Excellent Way Over thirty years ago, Dr. Henry Wright experienced major success in praying for people to be healed from disease. But suddenly the healing stopped. He began asking God why people weren’t being healed. Through a pursuit of God’s Word and truth, he began a lifelong journey of learning the spiritual roots of disease and blockages to healing. In this journey, he discovered that
about 80 percent of all disease has a spiritual root issue and is a direct result of a breakdown in our relationship with God, ourselves, or others. Dr. Wright began teaching the biblical principles and truths he discovered and found great success in people’s healing and recovery. He has helped tens of thousands to experience wholeness in their lives. Every human being is a spirit with a soul living in a body. Therefore, this is not just about our physical health, although it greatly impacts our bodily
well-being. It is about our identity in God and the freedom He desires to give us, extending from our spirits to our souls and bodies. In this book, Dr. Wright presents a thoroughly biblical and compelling case for healing. If you think you’ve read all you need to know about healing, it’s time to take another look! The author clearly shows that disease is not a random occurrence and that science and medicine have their limitations in dealing with the spiritual roots of illnesses that inflict millions.
We need healing for spirit, soul, and body. If you have recently been diagnosed with an illness or have been struggling with your health for years, there is hope and healing ahead. “I am so thankful about these physical healings. However, I’m even more thankful for the inner peace and faith that I have been experiencing. [They are] beyond description.” —Sue from Maryland (healed of back pain, rheumatism, and high cholesterol) “His perfect will is that we don’t get sick. But once
we’re sick, the provision has been made for healing. We just need to line up with the Word of God and be transparent, and everything takes care of the rest.” —Claudio (he and his wife healed of infertility; their newborn son healed of serious health issues)
Two common questions generally rise to the surface for those seeking healing: Is it God's will to heal? And is it God's will to heal me? From his personal story of suffering with coronary artery disease, to the loss of his sister to cancer, and his daughter's diagnosis of arthritis at a young age, Pastor Glen Berteau approaches these life-altering events with firsthand insight and revelation. He explains how, even in the most challenging circumstances, God can turn the worst into the best and use it all for
our good. By countering seventeen hindrances to prayer for healing, Pastor Berteau breaks through possible misunderstanding regarding God's good intentions for his children. This book can initiate in your heart the faith that moves mountains--why settle for anything less?
Sickness is hard. The combination of physical discomfort, emotional stress, anxious thoughts, and long stretches of boredom can make it difficult to remember—much less rely on and rejoice in—our good and sovereign God. Reflecting on ten lessons he learned while recovering in the hospital, John Piper encourages those struggling with illness to fight for faith by focusing on the promises of God, the truth of the gospel, and the reality of eternity.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made
possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
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